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&lt;p&gt;Black Ops II received mostly positive reviews from critics, with praise

 for its gameplay, story, multiplayer, Zombies mode, and villain, but its Strike

 Force missions had a mixed reception. The game was a commercial success; within

 24 hours of going on sale, the game grossed overR$500 million.[7] It had remain

ed the largest entertainment launch of all time until September 2013, when Take-

Two Interactive announced that Grand Theft Auto V had grossedR$800 million in it

s first day of release.[8] It went on to sell 7.5 million copies in the U.S. in 

November 2012, making it the highest-grossing game of the month.[9] A sequel, Ca

ll of Duty: Black Ops III, was released in 2024.[10] Call of Duty: Black Ops Col

d War, set between Black Ops and Black Ops II, was released on November 13, 2024

.[11][12]&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;A non-canon ending is unlocked by completing the game, depicting Menend

ez and Woods performing at a concert with Synyster Gates and M. Shadows of Aveng

ed Sevenfold, with the rest of the characters from the game dancing, in a mid-cr

edits scene; it acts as the game&#39;s official music video.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Following the canonical ending, Maxis then plucks Samantha&#39;s soul f

rom Richtofen&#39;s body on the Moon and forces her to join him in Agartha. Real

izing her father has been corrupted by the Aether, Samantha reaches out to an al

ternate version of him, who resides in Dimension 63. She ends up in 1918 in Fran

ce during World War I, where Group 935 was formed much earlier, with Maxis as on

e of its leaders, operating to secure German victory in the war. Group 935 creat

ed mechanical robots, as well as staffs that control the powers of the elements.

 Stumbling upon an ancient tomb believed to be of Vril origin, they accidentally

 unleash the first known zombie outbreak in history. Aiming to stop Germany, Jap

an, Russia and the United States of America send Takeo, Nikolai and Dempsey to c

apture Richtofen, the mastermind behind the advanced technology. By this time, G

roup 935&#39;s operatives have been wiped out, and Maxis himself was lobotomized

 when he began to turn into a zombie. The group are contacted by Samantha, who b

egs them to free her from Agartha. Richtofen puts Maxis&#39; brain in a flying d

rone, and he joins the fight against the zombies and to free Samantha. The group

 is eventually successful, and while Maxis meets his daughter, they enter Agarth

a to be rewarded. A cutscene is played, showing Samantha with a boy named Eddie 

inside a house playing with toys of the characters who have appeared in the Zomb

ies game mode throughout all three games. Air raid sirens are heard and the two 

children retreat to the basement with Maxis, with Samantha noting her father has

 a plan to make the heroes of their games real.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;To promote the release of Black Ops II&#39;s DLC packs, Activision rele

ased a series of live-action shorts starring Peter Stormare as The Replacer, an 

undercover agent sent to take the place of clients in their daily lives, while s

aid clients can stay at home and play Black Ops II&#39;s new content. After expl

aining his duties, Stormare is then shown in multiple situations where he has ta

ken over random people&#39;s jobs, such as masquerading as a pregnant lady&#39;s

 husband, working at an office, and enduring a grandmother&#39;s endless talking

, among other such scenarios.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Marty Sliva of 1UP gave the game a B+ while praising it&#39;s freedom o

f choice in game modes and gameplay variety: &quot;I was surprised with the risk

s that Treyarch took in the name of delivering a unique and creative experience.

 Not all of them paid off, but knowing that the team was willing to eschew the s

afe route helped ward off any stagnation that may have begun to creep into the s

eries as of late.&quot;[69]&lt;/p&gt;
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 Most Tesla coil designs have a smooth spherical- or 

toroidal-shaped metal electrode on the high-voltage terminal. The electrode serv

es as one plate of a capacitor, with the Earth as the other plate, forming the t
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;to help control the electrical discharge and improve the efficiency of the coil

&lt;/span&gt;. Placing the topload at the side may not provide the same level of

 control over the electrical discharge and could impact the performance of the c
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